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Project Outline

- Device placement optimisation of computation graphs.
- Reinforcement learning approach based on the 2017 + 2018 papers by Mirhoseini et al., presented by Frank in last session.
- Simulated environment using Park.
- Extension: learning different representation of input using graph convolutional layers and principal neighbourhood aggregation.
What is Park?

• Park: An Open Platform for Learning-Augmented Computer Systems

• Aim: provide a standardised platform for RL in computer systems, similar to how OpenAI Gym is widely used for robotics and gaming

• Provides simulated environments for 12 systems tasks, including adaptive bitrate video streaming, circuit design, and *TensorFlow device placement*
Device placement: original approach (2017)

1. Heuristically map operator nodes to colocation groups
2. Define ordering over nodes, embed into vector using encoder RNN
3. In same order, predict devices autoregressively using decoder RNN
Revised approach (2018)
Revised approach (2018)
Principal Neighbourhood Aggregation

- Regular message passing aggregators (used in GNNs) cannot distinguish between some sets of neighbourhood messages in certain situations

Graph 1:
- Node receiving the message
- Message of neighbour node #1
- Message of neighbour node #2

Graph 2:

Simple aggregators that can differentiate graph 1 and 2:
- Mean
- Min
- Max
- STD

Aggregators that fail:
- Mean
- Min
- Max
- STD
Principal Neighbourhood Aggregation

- PNA combines multiple aggregators (e.g. mean, std) with *degree scalers*

- Degree scalers amplify/attenuate signals from neighbouring neurons according to their degree (thereby incorporating their ‘influence’)

- Intuition: distinguishing two roughly equally sized input tensors from very differently sized ones should be informative for device placement tasks
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